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Official’s Name Envr. 
Voting 

Listens to 
Citizens 

Ratings for Summer 2011 – Summer 2012.  Ratings based on citizen input 
and are opinions of SCCA, whom is responsible for contents of this report. 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Valerie Brown 
 

C- 
 

F 
Good vote on Vineyard Erosion/Sediment Control Ordinance (VESCO) update. 
SMART Board work deserves credit. “Yes” vote on Roblar Quarry and 
manipulating a County ag easement inexcusable. Impossible to access.  

David Rabbitt D- D No priority shown for environmental issues. Voted against public access to the 
Estero Americano. He is polite, but public outreach is minimal. 

Shirlee Zane B+ B 
Often a good environmental vote. Supported VESCO policy, public access to 
Estero Americano. Needs to demonstrate leadership on critical landfill decisions. 
Holds regular meetings with environmental constituents. Accessible and listens. 

Mike McGuire B+ A Leadership on VESCO issue commendable. Establishing himself as a good 
environmental leader. Very approachable; goes out of his way to listen.  

Efren Carrillo D+ C+ 
Good votes on VESCO and public access at the coast are appreciated. Needs to 
stand up to Farm Bureau/wine industry agendas on environmental issues. Dutra 
is a stain on his record. Endorsement of Sawyer further clarifies his allegiances.  

CLOVERDALE CITY COUNCIL  

Robert Cox C B- Open minded and responds to information, but doesn’t always search out 
environmental information.  Did change AB32 vote from abolish to non-abolish. 

Carol Russell B+ A Supports: SMART, safe routes to school, Climate protection, and SCBC. Very 
responsive and does outreach to various groups in attempts to be inclusive. 

Michael Maacks D- F Environmental voting record is poor. Brought up grey water as a possible 
solution for water conservation and job creation. Does not think before opining. 

Joe Palla D- F Consistently votes anti-environment. Voted against banning plastic water bottles, 
supported large UGB and attempt to gut AB32. Not responsive to constituents.   

Gus Wolter F D- Adamantly against grey water and banning plastic water bottles. Votes do not 
reflect environmental concerns. Dismissive towards opposing viewpoints. 

COTATI CITY COUNCIL 
John Dell’Osso B A A good environmental vote. Open to input, approachable. 

Pat Gilardi B+ A A true leader in the downtown and station area planning efforts. Her leadership 
on SCTA has been vital to efforts both in and outside Cotati. Responds quickly. 

Susan Harvey B B- An improving vote on environmental issues. Has shown leadership on stopping 
the anti-roundabout measure and downtown revitalization. Responsive. 

Mark Landman A- B+ Follows through, works to understand environmental issues. Working for the 
good of the whole. Makes a point of attending community functions. 

Janet Orchard A- B Leadership shown on Open Space issues and waterways. Works behind the 
scenes. Always out in the community and available for meetings. 

HEALDSBURG CITY COUNCIL 
Steve Babb C C+ Good votes are not evident. Leaving council in 2012. 

Gary Plass D C+ Environmental issues or candidates not his concern. Infrastructure for more 
development is, and accordingly streamlined Permit process. Active in town. 

Jim Wood B+ A- Led on UGB renewal/growth management ordinance (GMO) update. Advocates 
on environmental issues. Attends many community events. Listens. 

Susan Jones C+ C+ Has not shown leadership, goes along with majority. Has not reached out to 
environmental stake holders on issues.  

Tom Chambers B- B- Positive input on GMO/UGB updates; good on mixed-use. Willing to meet. 
PETALUMA CITY COUNCIL 

Chris Albertson D B- Core goal is to limit restrictions on business. Voted for massive shopping malls 
despite serious concerns. Opinions are not swayed by public input.  

Teresa Barrett A A Votes with strong environmental values. Consistent in her advocacy for 
protecting the environment. Responsive and receptive to constituents concerns. 

Mike Harris D+ D+ Voted for two massive malls. Votes for private/corporate interests over public.  

David Glass B+ A- 
Voted for E. Washington Place without seeking greater concessions from the 
developer. Seeks best solutions for environment. Impressive responsiveness to 
residents’ concerns. Yet, should have delivered better on Target issue. 

Mike Healy D C Supports the two shopping malls. Helped in Lafferty, yet consistently stalls the 
process when the ball is in his court. Only responsive when it suits his needs.       

Tiffany Renee A- B Generally a solid vote for the environment. Overall, listens and responds well.  

Gabe Kearney D+ F Sadly, he votes with anti-environment bloc on most issues before the council. 
Voted for both large malls. A real disappointment, unresponsive.   
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ROHNERT PARK CITY COUNCIL 

Gina Belforte F F Has business priorities. Stubbornly insisted on defending Wal-Mart. Interested 
in the opinion of the chamber of commerce, not the people. 

Jake Mackenzie A- B+ 
Opposed to Wal-Mart expansion.  Sees big picture, embraces smart growth 
principles. Has worked hard on a regional level to support SMART and SRJC 
Connector Bridge. Listens and is responsive to constituents.  

Amy Ahanotu B+ B+ 
Has done well on matters of environmental importance. Opposed Wal Mart 
expansion when on planning commission.  Very willing to meet with colleagues 
about important issues. 

Joseph Callinan F F Insisted on defending Wal-Mart. No initiative to introduce environmentally 
friendly practices. Listens well to pro-business. Unresponsive to phone calls. 

Pam Stafford D F She is a lukewarm supporter of environmental issues. Does not respond well to 
those with opposing positions. Supported Wal Mart expansion.  

SANTA ROSA CITY COUNCIL 

Jake Ours D C- Votes for the interests of more development regardless of the cost. Unaware of 
environmental concerns. Doesn’t respond well to emails.  

Scott Bartley F D- Bowed to big money on North Station Area Plan. Was reluctant on the 
Connector Bridge over 101. Willing to meet, but not his strongest feature.  

Susan Gorin A A Reliable vote for the environment. Supported strong policy for bike/ped in 
North Station Area Plan. Always responds to public input; takes initiative.  

John Sawyer D- F Responds to voices of big business interests. Votes based on input from his 
monetary supporters. Mind is firmly made up, doesn’t listen to public. 

Marsha Vas Dupre A A- Her vote will be missed, as her term expires and she did not run. Firm 
environmentalist. Difficult to reach at times, yet listens to others. 

Gary Wysocky A A- A leader on environmental issues. Supported better bike/pedestrian connections 
in NSAP. Listens to public, even when he disagrees. Very accessible.  

Ernesto Olivares F F Actively works against environmental interests. Disappointing as Mayor; 
deepened the council divide. Generally unresponsive and unavailable to public. 

SEBASTOPOL CITY COUNCIL 

Patrick Slater C- C- Voted for CVS/Chase without questioning the impacts to Sebastopol. Presented 
idea requiring solar panels on commercial buildings. Not very responsive.  

Sarah Glade Gurney A B+ Bold questioning of staff  and consultants. Outgoing supporter of the Barlow 
Project and local business in town. Consistently responsive to citizens input.  

Michael Kyes A- B Ultimately opposed CVS. Supported redevelopment project at The Barlow, 
promoting economic development in town. Responsive to constituents.   

Kathleen Shaffer F D Led the fight to approve CVS. Does not work with pro-environmental council 
majority; mobilized anti-environmental constituency. Listens; not responsive. 

Guy Wilson C C+ Disappointed many constituents with Pro-CVS vote. A mixed bag on listening. 
SONOMA CITY COUNCIL 

Tom Rouse D C Serves his business community. Lacks interest in environmental and 
sustainability issues. Generally unavailable, except to business interests. .  

Laurie Gallian A- A- A good vote for the environment. Hoping to see leadership continue to develop. 
Easy to reach and very responsive to public. Attends many public events.  

Joann Sanders F F 
Actively unreceptive to non-profit advocacy groups. Dismissive to those with 
opposing views and impervious to the public’s opinion. Opposed formula store 
ordinance. Her retirement couldn’t come soon enough. 

Ken Brown B+ B Usually a good vote on environmental, labor, and social justice issues. 
Unfortunately voted to end the city affordable housing program. Accessible.   

Steve Barbose A B+ Admirably led on policy to ban plastic bags at the County Waste Management 
Agency. Very responsive to public input.    

WINDSOR TOWN COUNCIL 

Debora Fudge A A Understands SMART growth and sustainable development. Carrying the ball on 
environmental issues. Actively listens. Participates in Windsor events.  

Sam Salmon B+ B+ Voted yes on Windsor Efficiency Pays program. Can be difficult to reach.  
Steve Allen F C- Doesn’t get environmental issues. Listens, but isn’t swayed by public testimony. 

Cheryl Scholar B B- Voted against the planning commission on smart growth principles. Supported 
Windsor Efficiency PAYS Program.  

Robin Goble D D Disappointing “No” vote on PAYS program. Not very accessible to the public.  
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